


MAKING DREAMS COME TRUE
S INCE 1924



MG:
THE INDIA
CHAPTER

A million speeding lines, a 96-year-old legacy, and our fingers on the pulse 
of innovation. We are a British fashion icon but also pop culture’s best 
mate.  We’re MG. A 96-year-old startup. Why a startup? Because we 
were founded in a garage called ‘Morris Garages’ in 1924 by William 
Morris. Today, we are a future-forward brand. In India, the MG chapter 
started with the launch of the MG Hector - India’s first Internet Car. 
Following Hector’s tremendous success, we launched the MG ZS EV - 
India’s first Pure electric Internet SUV.

We’ve built the MG India ideology on 4 principal pillars – Innovation, 
Experiences, Diversity and most importantly, Communities. The MG 
Communities, its people and their spirit of togetherness is what defines 
us. Here’s the MG India family sharing their stories of MG.



MG JAIPUR



I bought the DCT Sharp version of the MG Hector 
due to it's great technological features, premium 
design and rich interiors. It's an awesome car that 
provides complete value for money. You can 
definitely call this car a new milestone in the 
automobile industry. 

Charu Lalwani

The MG Hector is certainly a head-turner. I 
took a test drive and it was love at first sight. 
I booked it even though many people said 
that it’s new and hasn't been tested enough 
in Indian conditions. They have provided best 
in class features like 10.4 inch infotainment 
system, the reverse parking sensor, 360 
degree camera and lot of space. The only 
words that come to my mind are 
'best-in-segment’. The legroom provided for 
the passenger seats is one of the best I have 
seen, compared to other SUVs available.

Abhishek Singh

HELLO
MG!

WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.



It's been more than a month, since I'm driving 
MG Hector. I must say the features are 
excellent and very futuristic. The driving quality 
is very comfortable. The built quality is strong. 
Hector is a big car, but the handling is so good 
and smooth, it feels like a sedan. Even on the 
turns Hector is very stable, the suspension is 
so good, the body roll is very less.

Shivam Jaju

The MG Hector is a very good car with a 
good infotainment system. It has interesting 
features like a 360-degree view camera which 
helps me drive and park smoothly without any 
difficulties. I can say that I am a proud owner 
of the MG Hector. The car is very spacious 
and the Gaana app installed in it is amazing. I 
am extremely satisfied with MG Hector as it is 
running without any issues.

Bhawani Singh

WE MG



It has been a great experience with Hector and 
the mileage of the car is really good. All the 
features like voice command, internet 
connectivity, panoramic sunroof etc. in my 
experience are superb. I will definitely 
recommend Hector to my friends and family.

Mahesh Moolani

MG Hector is the best car in this segment. 
Every feature of MG stands for premium class. 
MG provides new technology to ensure that 
your car is safe through i-Smart . It helps me 
lock and unlock the car and check actual 
status of the car by scanning it. Lucky to have 
a car like MG. 

Praveen Laddha



MG has given magnificent features in an affordable 
budget. It has got the potential to attract people. 
Overall till now we are pretty much satisfied with 
this car. Thank you MG.

Rekha Dheer

I bought MG Hector 6 months ago. Its
comfort, suspensions are too good as
compared to other cars. I have 2 more cars
but every time I go outside my first
preference is to take MG. The safety features
and 24x7 connectivity with my car through
the i-Smart app gives me peace of mind. All
over I would rate this SUV as 4.5/5 , it’s only
because nothing is perfect, there is always a
scope of improvement everywhere, but
Hector is way too close to perfection.

Umesh Rupani



WE MG

Best SUV loaded with features; the best among 
them are the electric tailgate, panoramic sunroof 
and voice control. Everyone should test drive 
this car.

Nitin Patni

At this price range, this is the best SUV . 
Great power engine  and internet inside the 
car. It has huge luggage space and a panoramic 
sunroof that provides a great view, even to 
the passengers in the rear seat.

Vivek Pal Singh



The views, or opinions expressed herein are solely those of the individuals who have actually purchased MG Hector. All the images and comments have been provided by the customers voluntarily. 
MG Motor India reserves the absolute right to the images content used in the book.

It was difficult waiting for 3 months after booking 
Hector, but it was completely worth the wait. According 
to me it is the best car in its segment with phenomenal 
features, most of which are even first in segment such as 
voice command, 360 camera and panoramic sunroof. 
The ride quality and interiors of the car feel plush and 
premium. I am totally satisfied with MG family and my 
car. Literally there is #NothingLikeMg.

Radhakant MantryI am a proud owner of MG Hector petrol DCT. I am 
6 feet tall and was looking for a SUV comfortable 
for my height. I travel a lot with my family, so I 
needed more luggage space. My needs were fulfilled 
by MG. Overall I rate this as one of the best vehicle 
in its segment.

Ajay Kumar Jain
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